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Do not assume content reflects current scientific knowledge, policies, or practices.
Wagner plans have beautified many of the country's largest and most costly private grounds.

**Shrubs and plants that not only grow but flourish are demanded when a project like this is afoot. We have them.**

Whether a formal garden or a rustic rearrangement of a natural grove is desired—Wagner Park men strike the right note.

Knowledge of soils and of just how flowers grow—and can be made to grow best—is as necessary as the plan of arrangement.
Many nationally known estates are numbered among those that Wagner men have planned and planted.

Wagner planting is a vital element in the result—it means sturdy stock planted in the right way at the right time.

The small garden often offers as great an opportunity as a large park—for striking and distinctive beauty.
English, Italian or typically American arrangements are made with equal mastery by the Wagner artists.

Infinite variety is possible in landscape gardening. Harmony with the surroundings is one important point in making the plan.
YOUR plans for the adornment of your grounds may seem to suit your taste perfectly. Yet amendments suggested by our professional experience may increase your satisfaction.

Our men are creative—they offer you ideas. The effects they get are distinctive. They never repeat themselves. They know whether and to what extent your plans are adapted to the surroundings. You may leave the whole problem of planning, fertilization and planting to their discretion and be sure that your grounds will become one of the most beautiful of the locality—remarked and admired by all who see them.

Wagner plans are as applicable to the yard of a snug little suburban retreat as they are to the great estate or the ambitious garden of a large city residence. They are made by men of insight, taste and professional skill.

*We also supply you with bulbs, roots, trees and shrubbery that will in every way meet the most exacting expectations.*
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